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Abstract
I n the paper, we propose a vision-based system for
adaptively inferring the interactional intention of a
person coming close to a robot, which plays an important role i n the succeeding stage of human/robot cooperative operations typically i n production lines. It is
naturally supposed that the interactional intention of a
person induces her action of approaching to the robot
and touchiny it. Therefore, i n our Adaptive Visionbased Interactional Intention Inference System (AVIIIS), the human interactional intention is inferred from 1
the direction i n which the human body is moving and
the tmjectory of the human movements. In the process, lrurr~anprlotion trajectory is generated by traces
of the head moverrtent and interpolated wit11 a cubic Spline appro:rirnation teclrnique. Hidden Markov
Model ( H M M ) is applied as an adaptive noise reduction filter at the stage of infe~.ringthe Iturnan interactional intention. The HMM algovith7n with (I stochastic putter-11 prlatclling capability is extended to supply
whether or. not a persort has an inte.rltion toward the
isobot ut any tirne. Experimental results derrlonstrate
the adapkiveness of the infe7~ncesystern using tlre ezte*rlded WhIM ulgor.ithm titat filters out 7rtotio~tdeviation over the trajectory.
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to interact with it as interactional intention inference.
The clues in this case are the sequence of human walking directions discretized relatively to the orientation
where the robot arm exists. We focus on inferring human interactional intention because such an inference
function plays an important role that the robot can
exhibit a smooth change in its mechanical impedance
in the succeeding stage of human/robot cooperation
[31.
From the viewpoint that intention inference is attained by evaluating the gap between the resultant
action of the operator and the task goal given to the
system [4], such an inference capability is considered
to be acquired through machine learning processes.
In the study, we regard that tlie human ir~teractiorial
intention inference problem is a pattern matching one
from early incomplete data in a human rnovelnent trajectory, and that the reliability of the matcliing function is enhanced through a learning process of tlie
robot which is capable of evaluating the above mentioned gap.
The general process of the system is sliown in Figure 1. In t l ~ efollowing tllree sections, we will give

Introduction

In tlle field of stutlying hunian/robot coesistence systems, total risk analysis reveals that an outsider's entrance to the worlting volume of a robot possibly leacls
to some Iiazarclous situations [I]. Therefore, a robot
is expectetl to have a t least the capability of detecting
the presence of hunlans around, so that the robot can
prevent such dangerous situations from occurring. As
a, little c:lliltl can ilritlerstand the objective of the person just by a short time of watcliirig the trajectory
of llurnari movement [2], the use of visual information
processing technology to capture a, person entering the
camera view potentially supplies more ~ncariingfulinformation. We consider having possibility of providing a robot wit11 the capability t o infer if a person
getting close to the robot has illtention to operate it
or not. 111 t l ~ estudy, we tlcfine tlle functioil of iriferring t,llc tlcsirc of a pcrson ill close vicil1it.y to a. robot
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Figure 1: Overview of the AVIIIS

the details on the processes and the experimental results, excluding the contact force sensing process by
the robot. The reward obtained through an interactive process of interacting with the robot can be
judged if any of his/her actual operational force is
detected by the robot. As a result, HMMs function
as an adaptive noise reduction filter for gaining wide
adaptability of the system.
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ar3 + b r 2 + CT + d, with 0 5 T 5 1, and parameters
a, b , c, and d can be calculated by

where po through ps(€ R2) are the control points.

The Human Tracking Process

First, human entrance is detected and is modeled by
an ellipse to supply information about the head position t o implement the tracking capability. Second, cubic Spline approximation technique is used intensively
to approximate the trajectory with reduced control
points in order that the system acquires information
about the human motion direction and the curvature
of the motion trajectory. This information will be
used for intention inference in the next step.

2D Contour Human Modeling using Elliptic Matching Technique

2.1

Figure 3: The trajectory by cubic Spline approximation with reduced control points
Figure 3 shows the result of an interpolated trajectory with reduced control points. At the head posture A, the person has the intention of operating the
robot. Then, at the head posture B, the curve indicates that she changes her intention and goes outward.

2.3

Figure 2: Real image and Result of Segmentation and
Elliptic Matching technique
To detect the initial position of the person, the
shape of the head is rliatched by an ellipse to supply
precise infortnation collcernirlgthe position and direction after the head part image is segmented from the
dy~iamicscene by the black color. We adopted tlie
Direct Least Squared Ellil>se Matching technique [5].
An experimental result of applying the technique for
tlie segmented liead part is shown in Figure 2.

2.2

Calculation of Motion Direction and
Curvature

Tlie motion direction is found by calculating the motion velocity vector v = ( v , , ~ , ) of
~ the first derivatives of p,(t) and p,(t) with respect to time t. The
curvature of the trajectory is calculated as

where da is tlie angle (rad.) between the two binormal vectors v(s) and v ( s + tls), and d3 is the length
of the curve from the initial point. In the study we
assunle that ds in tile study is small ellough to be approxilnatecl by the distance of a pair of two points in
a Sequence, and tlierefore da is calculated as the angle
bet weell tile motioll vectors of these two 1)oints.
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Application of HMM to the

Motion Trajectory Interpolation UsAVIIIS
ing Cubic Spline Approximation Technique
Recently HMNI has become widely used for pattern

we use

cubic spline approximation tecllnique because of tlie local effect of control points or1 the curve.
'The succeeding detected positions help to lengthell
the motioll trajectory witllout affecting the whole curve.
brt~elrnore, this
lnailltaiIls
interPolatecl curve to be ~2 continuous
to conlpute motioll clirectioll
111etricequation of tlie curve p(r)

still collfirnls
~l~~ cL,l,ic
( p , , ( ~ ) , p ~ ( r=) )
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recognition problems, such as for speech recognitio~i
0' human gesture understanding[71
Patterns
are represented in sequellces of events- HMM is one
type of stochastic signal rnodels to describe the observed sequence of probabilistic events and is characterized by states and traiisitio~isbetween states. One
of tlie powerful properties of HMM is tliat tlie states
are liicltlen, aiicl the iuotlcl ilifcrs those states by a

probability of the model is calculated by

sequence of observation symbols. In the system, we
regard that the intention is hidden under the motion
trajectory expressed as a sequence of motion direction
observations. HMM needs two processes: the HMM
learning process (or the reestimation process), and the
succeeding process of using the trained HMM t o estimate the appropriate model from the observation
sequence.

3.1

where N is the number of states in the model (N=2,
in the study), and at (i) is the forward variable.

In the study, HMM is applied as a noise reduction
filter for gaining wide adaptability of the system, and
in our experiments, it is trained through observation
sequences of the human movement direction and its
curvature information.
Figure 4 shows two of these sample outputs. The
upper figures depict the trajectories of the person,
and the lower graphs are the resultant observation
sequences Od, 0, and the inferred interactional intention estimated by computation of P(Ot(X,). The left
side is a No-Intention sample, and the right side is a
Has-Intention one.

We set 2 HMMs: Xi = { A i , B ; , r i ) with i = 1,2.
XI is the model witli interactio~ialintention, and X2
is the model without interactional intention. Each
model has 2 states, "Has Intention" and "No Intention". The observation data are composed of the direction of motion velocity Od and the curvature of
the motion trajectory 0,. Tlie data are symbolized
as follows. If the movement direction of the person
turns toward the robot arm, Od is set to 0, otherwise,
it is set to 1. When the curvature of the trajectory
is smaller than a threslioltl, 0, is 1, and otherwise,
0, is 0. Observation symbol 0, = 1 indicates a high
chance of changing her movement direction, and consequently, Od is likely to change the value, from 0 to
1, or vice versa. To make a general symbol by which
both On and 0, are taken into account, the observation data vector O t = {Odt,Oct) (t is any time in a
sequence) is sylnbolizecl as

ot = Od, * 2 + 0 c , ,

Experimental results
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HMM Parametric Definitions

I.

I

ROBOT'S ARM

ROBOT' S ARM

(3)

which we call an integrated observation, or sinlply observatioli Ot in the stutly.

1

0

3.2

The Learning Stage (Reestimation)

With the learni~igcapability of HMM, AVIIIS computes appropriate infere~lcemodels through I( sequences
of observatioli 0' ...O K for the 2 HMMs XI and X2,
according to tlie juclglnent of the system whether the
person finally exerts a11 operational force to tlie robot
at-111elidtip, 0"
{ O f , O;, ..., 0 & ) , with ( k = 1, ...,I<; T
t e ~ - ~ , L i , , l ~all']
t i ~ b0;
) (t = 1 + T ) obtailled from (3).
In the learning stage, the original Bauln-Welch's
algorithrn [GI is extendetl to reestimate the models by
calculating rrlatrices A = {aij), B = {Dj(l)), and
initial state vector .rr for each model.

3.3

( a ) Result of No Intention Sample
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(b) Result of Has lntent~onSample

As we can see furtlier from tlle tables in Appendix,
sonie specific points can illustrate the idea:
- At time t, if P (OtIX1)and P (Ot(X2)E [0.41,0.59],
tlie system is considerecl to be unstable, and otherwise,
it is stable. The system in stable phases call [leal with
some small noises froni both observations.

:

According to No-Intention sample (Figure 5a):
-

It is required that AVIIIS generate a11 output of the
intention inference eve11 at t in the middle of the time
sequence (1, ...,T). Therefore, we need to compute
P (Ot(X), probability of tlie partial observation sequence Ot = (01, ..., Ot), given tlie model A. The
inferred model is the one tliat has the highest probability for the observation sequence up to time t. This

2

Figure 4: Observed trajectory and Intention Inference
Curvature I~lformation

*

The Inferring Stage (Estimation)

-

~#~~(tlQ,,

We can see the effect of the curvature information 0, wliich is counted in Ot a t
t = 2 and t = 18,19. The output of the
interactional intention inference is so unstable a t t = 2, that the result changes to a
wrong model XI. But when the system is
stable a t t = 18,19, observation 0, = 1 increases P(OtIX1),but tlie result X2 is still
maintainrcl. The curv2iture infonuation inclicated at t = 5 + 8 (0, = 1) results ill a

trajectory. The HMM used is a discrete one which requires that observation data be symbolized. This one
deteriorates the continuous information from observed
data. Our ongoing work includes improvements for
extending the human modeling operation to human
arms and other body parts as well as for detecting
the human eye direction, and further work will be processed with the continuous HMM in the same frame
work of our proposal.

change from model Xz (unstable status) to
model XI. (unstable
status).
,
-

*

The observation sequence from t = 10 -+
20 with Od continuously equals 1 makes the
system stable with the model X2.

According to Has-Intention sample (Figure 5b):
-

-

T l ~ eeffect of curvature observation can be
see11 a t t = 2 , 3 and t = 5,G, where 0, =
1 increases P(OtlX1) while the computed
result of Od is 1 a t t = 2,3, and decreases
P(OtlX1) even Od = 0 a t t = 5,G.
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Froni t = 7 till the termination, the perforlilalice of tlie system is in a stable condition, even when the observation sequence
contains some noises a t t = 11 + 14 and
t = 18 + 20. It is referred that the person
still has an intention even his movement direction has changed to move outward for a
while, and until he moves back to the robot
arm (at t = 15 + 17), the hiclden state is
still "Has-Intention".
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